1. You are allowed additional 10 minutes to fill the required details in the RESPONSE SHEET.

2. The question paper is made as per syllabus guidelines & pattern given in the information Booklet. The Question Paper for Classes 1 to 6 contains 25 Questions each to be answered in 40 minutes. The Question paper for classes 7 to 12 contains 50 Questions each to be answered in 60 minutes. All questions are compulsory. Further instructions are given in the instruction letter to the coordinator teacher.

3. Use the response sheet to mark your responses by darkening the required circle. The response sheet has to be returned to the foundation, duly filled in. The student can retain the Question Paper.

1. **Bowl the batsman:** Which bowler has just clean bowled the batsman?

   (1) A  (2) B  (3) D  (4) None of these

2. **Score a century:** See how many runs you can score without getting out or crossing your line – Is it possible to score a century?

   (1) Yes  (2) No  (3) Cannot say  (4) None of these

**Spot the ball:** We have taken the ball out of these photos. See if you can pick the right square, where the ball is, in Q3 & Q4.
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3.

(1) C3 (2) D2 (3) F2 (4) None of these

4.

(1) B5 (2) C6 (3) A6 (4) None of these

Match the international player with the country that they represent in Q5 & Q6.

5. A. M. S. Dhoni  
B. Mohammad Ashraful  
C. Michael Hussey  
D. Ab De Villiers  
E. Dwayne Bravo

a. Australia  
b. New Zealand  
c. Pakistan  
d. India  
e. Zimbabwe
f. Bangladesh  
g. South Africa  
h. England  
i. Sri Lanka  
j. West Indies

(1) Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee (2) Ae Bd Cc Dg Ef (3) Ab Bh Ci De Ec (4) None of these

6. A. Jacob Oram  
B. Ian Bell  
C. Sanath Jayasuriya  
D. Brendan Taylor

a. Australia  
b. New Zealand  
c. Pakistan  
d. India

(1) AfBg Ch Di Ej (2) Aj Bi Ch Dg Ef (3) Ab Bh Ci De Ec (4) None of these

7. Word find:

E O V E T T O R I B B N H V E C R K V P Z  
B A H O H G X H S P E P W K R D X W K X P  
X R A K I W H H M C I N T O S H U Q A S S  
Q A R L T Y R H I L U D H E T P O C I O X  
T X R M C U L L U M V A P Q V T K P U E  
A C I S F Y V E L T O R I R I E A E O T D  
Y J S C E R B R S U I G O A G X Z T L H F  
L Q G X R D Y U K N T T O K K L I K L R  
O Q M G O R A D M O N M A R T I N E K E A  
R R P O K T I N E O W A R L A T U E X S N  
P S I S Q E K U V R D X C T S M S P G I K  
O N J X L F T L K B T Z I I B A E W Q L  
C R N B O T U A G Q N O G F L Y N N I R I  
K Y E Q T R L F R G B B H C G R A T H A N  
R T R P T A T Q U O A N C O T M J X O H J  
A S A R Z C O R T U R S T A W T L E I K S  
U Z F Q K H N D B L X K Q R B V W X P I B  
Z A P Q Z R A A Q Z A Q K A U K F L Z A Y  
C T O G Q H A O V K U G R X P B L G E X C  
M E R Z M N H G I L L E S P I X E G Q X

How many surnames of New Zealand Cricketers given below can you find in the Word-Maze.

Vettori Oram McCullum
Mills Styris McIntosh
Martin Ryder Taylor
Fulton Southee Flynn
How Gillespie Franklin
(1) Only 10 (2) Only 5 (3) All of these (4) None of these

Read the story to answer the questions 8 to 19.

This story is one for all the boys and girls who love playing sport in the backyard. It is set in a back garden under the cool, spreading shade of a big mango tree. It describes all the chaos and disagreements that are typical of a children’s cricket match. The stars of the show are Jenny, who catches the ball while she is pegging washing, and Bluey, the cattle dog, who steals the ball too.
We're standing in the shade of the mango tree,
   Davo, Bob, Jacko, Tom and me.
   The backyard's the pitch. A garbage bin's the wicket.
   In the stinking summer heat,
   we're playing backyard cricket ...
   Underneath the Mango tree.

Jacko's fielding where the sun meets the shade.
   We're using a bat that my dad made.
   Davo's at the crease. Tom's in the keeper's gloves.
   My sister Jenny pegs washing, but it's cricket she loves ...
   Underneath the Mango tree.

Bob's running in and bowling like Shane Warne.
   Davo hits a six across the lawn.
   He drives it to the fence, but Bluey nicks the ball.
   We grab the thieving dog and it's an all in brawl...
   Underneath the Mango tree.
8. How many main characters are there in this story?
   (1) 5  (2) 6  (3) 4  (4) None of these

9. What are the children using for the wicket?
   (1) wall  (2) garbage bin  (3) wood stump  (4) None of these

10. Who is fielding where the sun meets the shade?
    (1) Bob  (2) Tom  (3) Jacko  (4) None of these

11. Who is the keeper?
    (1) Bob  (2) Tom  (3) Jacko  (4) None of these

12. Who is at the crease?
    (1) Davo  (2) Bob  (3) Tom  (4) None of these

13. Who is running in and bowling?
    (1) Bob  (2) Tom  (3) Davo  (4) None of these

14. Who is Bob running like?
    (1) Kapil Dev  (2) Yuvraj Singh  (3) Shane Warne  (4) None of these

15. Who hits a sixer?
    (1) Bob  (2) Davo  (3) Tom  (4) None of these

16. Who nicks the ball?
    (1) Bob  (2) Bluey  (3) Tob  (4) None of these

17. Who is the star of the show?
    (1) Jenny  (2) Tom  (3) Bob  (4) None of these

18. What is the 'pitch'?
    (1) courtyard  (2) backyard  (3) front lawn  (4) None of these

19. Who steals the ball?
    (1) Bluey  (2) Jenny  (3) Bob  (4) None of these

20. Who is this cricketer?
    (1) Rahul Dravid  (2) Ashish Nehra  (3) Parthiv Patel  (4) None of these

21. What is the middle name of Bajji (Harbhajan Singh)?
    (1) Plaba  (2) Plaha  (3) Kholi  (4) None of these

22. What is the middle name of Sourav Ganguly?
    (1) Chandidas  (2) Mohandas  (3) Chandradas  (4) None of these

23. Who is this cricketer?
    (1) Parthiv Patel  (2) Sachin Tendulkar  (3) Ajit Agarkar  (4) None of these

24. Who is this cricketer?
    (1) Ashish Nehra  (2) Parthiv Patel  (3) Rahul Dravid  (4) None of these

25. Who is this cricketer?
    (1) Ajit Agarkar  (2) Rahul Dravid  (3) Parthiv Patel  (4) None of these

Name the Cricketer: See if you can name these cricketers. Answer Questions 20 to 25.

END OF THE EXAM